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[[k.M&v / Section-A]
1.  1×10=10

Answer the following very short answer type questions :
(a)

“Systematized effort to gain new knowledge we call Research.” Who said ?
(b)

Who describe the importance of scientific method ?
(c)

How many stages of scientific approach have been described by Arnold Breast ?
(d)

According to Karlizer of Social Research how many tipe of variables.
(e)

“Interview is fundamentally a process of social interaction.” Who said ?
(f)

The observation is which type of the source of the fact collection ?
(g)

What is the first precaution in despatching the Questionnaires.
(h)

The closed form questionnaire usually contains itemised answer to the questions being asked.
(i)

How approximate capacity of the super computer's storage capacity ?
(j) MODE

From which language the English word mode (Bahulak) is originated ?
2.  2×5=10

Answer the following short answer type questions :
(a)

Define social research.
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(b)
What do you understand by Report.

(c)
Write a short note on Elementary knowledge of computer.

(d)
What are the essentials of an Interview ?

(e)
Write the characteristics of Pannel Studies.

[[k.M&c / Section–B]
 12×5=60
Answer the following long answer type questions :

3.
What is the mean and concept of Research ? Describe its main types.

vFkok OR

Discuss about Pure and Applied Research.
4.

Define Hypothesis. Write its types and sources.
vFkok OR

Define sampling method and give its merits, demerits and limitations.
5.

What do you understand by Questionnaire ? Discuss the major types of Questionnaire.
vFkok OR

Select a social problem and construct a schedule to study the same problem.
6.

What is tabulation ? Explain the characteristics of good tabulation.
vFkok OR

Write an essay on “Application of Computer in Social Science”.
7.

Write the characteristics of Statistics.
vFkok OR

Explain the definition, merits and demerits of mean.
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